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There are three questions that always come up when a security breach or policy violation is detected:

If a security team cannot answer these questions quickly and accurately, the source of the problem cannot be identified 
and addressed, and therefore any remediation or policy enforcement is impossible. Similarly, without a way to answer 
these questions programmatically and continuously, it is impossible to ensure IT asset compliance. 

Answering these questions is foundational to effective IT security efforts.

Introduction and Context 

Why Enterprise Technology Management is the 
Foundation of IT Security

Use Case

1.
With what device  

or asset is the breach 
associated?

2.
Who owns  
this asset?

3.
Where is the asset  

physically or  
virtually located?

?
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Why Enterprise Technology Management is the Foundation of IT Security

Oomnitza, the industry leader in Enterprise Technology Management, delivers foundational capabilities required for 
almost any security response, policy enforcement or broader IT security planning and assessments. We consider three 
of the most valuable and universal use cases here.

Three Security Use Cases for Enterprise Technology Management

The reality, however, is more complicated. Most organizations have multiple and overlapping asset management systems 
spanning legacy agent-based ITAM, CMDB, endpoint security and more. The systems are nearly always siloed,  
and extracting data from them individually is challenging. Correlating the data across multiple systems to generate an 
enterprise-wide view of asset ownership and status is even more challenging. This cumbersome status quo introduces 
painful inconsistencies and bad data, including:

In contrast, an accurate, comprehensive, programmatically maintained and compiled cross-silo Enterprise Technology 
Management (ETM) capability not only addresses these problems, but allows for more rapid and focused incident  
response, continuous and turnkey compliance reporting, and ultimately, less costly and disruptive IT security audit  
processes.

Redundant
Asset Profiles

Conflicting Asset 
Status

Human  
Errors

Management  
Overhead

The vast majority of security breaches result not from Zero Day attacks but from human error and an unenforced security 
policy. Oomnitza can programmatically query and report on the policy status of all assets in the IT estate, which can
dramatically reduce policy lapses and reduce unmitigated risks across all asset classes and endpoints. 

Comprehensive Policy Checks: Oomnitza can connect all of an organization’s asset management and tracking systems 
and run regular checks across all assets under management to ensure they meet basic security hygiene requirements.

Use Case #1 
Security Posture / Policy Enforcement and Reporting

Potential checks might include that all systems under management:

Run AV / Malware /
Endpoint

PROTECTION

Has  
VPNs INSTALLED 
that are properly  

patched

Run hard drive
ENCRYPTION

Have properly patched  
and versioned  

OPERATING SYSTEMS  
and core connected  

software such as email  
and browsers

Has properly configured  
all local firewalls and  
BLOCK IDENTIFIED  
inbound & outbound  
ports or unapproved 

protocols
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Oomnitzas lets you track security status 
of all assets in real-time

Automated reporting, visualizations or export to API 
or CSV: After running checks across all managed assets, 
Oomnitza can capture all the resulting findings and 
correlate them into useful, organization-wide reports on 
non-compliant and atrisk assets. This information can be 
visualized as a dashboard to highlight anomalies, indicators 
and scorecards.

The information can also be exported via APIs to populate 
IT security systems and help IT security teams consume 
information on the platform where mission-critical
remediation and response work is happening. 

As part of this process, Oomnitza can also eliminate asset 
inconsistencies and duplicates, and call out gaps where 
existing siloed ITAM systems are unable to pull in the 
required information.

Automated remediation workflows: Oomnitza can not 
only perform continuous checks on security compliance 
and enable data consumption via reports, dashboards 
or APIs, but can also automatically trigger remediation 
workflows based on report findings. 

For example, an out-of-compliance status flag might:

TRIGGER WARNING 
emails to the asset owner

and the IT team
responsible for the asset

ESCALATE A POLICY  
violation to a manager  

if it is a second or
third-time violation

CREATE A TICKET  
in Jira, Zendesk, Freshdesk

or another system
prioritizing remediation

MANUALLY LIMIT  
privileges to  

mission-critical accounts  
(e.g. key infrastructure
& data) associated with  

the policy violation  
and asset owner

Why Enterprise Technology Management is the Foundation of IT Security
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When a breach is reported, speed of response is crucial.  
An attacker may be horizontally traversing the organization 
or may have leveraged the breach to access other systems. 
Identifying the source of the breach is the first step in 
shutting off unauthorized access to attackers.

Rapid association of assets with owners:  
With Oomnitza, security teams can determine the 
ownership of any assets associated with a breach by 
mapping any combination of available information.  
Figuring out who owns a breached asset is often a  
critical challenge for many IT security teams.  
The unambiguous association of an asset with an owner 
also accelerates other key security responses including:

Run checks across all appropriate assets for similar indicators of compromise: By accelerating identification of asset 
owners, security teams can also better target more focused analysis of systems and human behaviors for other signs of 
problems beyond the initially identified asset owner. Attackers tend to use the same playbook broadly across targeted  
personas, and more sophisticated attackers may layer attacks and offer multiple points of entry including phishing, worms, 
spearphishing and other techniques to breach security. Once a security team understands the owner of an asset in a  
targeted attack, remediation and prevention efforts can more tightly focus on the most likely targets.

Use Case #2 
Accelerated Incident Response

ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

Why Enterprise Technology Management is the Foundation of IT Security

NOTIFICATIONS 
of the owner, their manager 

and their group

LOG FILES  
of other assets associated 

with the owner

ALERTS TO TRIGGER 
manual oversight  

on stopping and mitigating  
any data exfiltration  

attempts

ALERTS TO TRIGGER  
manual revocation or  

suspension of high risk  
assets and access  

privileges associated  
with the asset owner
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With higher risks and costs associated with enforcement 
of compliance requirements such as HIPAA, GDPR, and 
CCPA, security teams are being tasked with more frequent 
checks and reporting to validate security controls and asset 
compliance. Oomnitza can automate and accelerate formerly 
manual and resource-intensive parts of these processes.

Configure compliance reporting: Oomnitza can be  
configured to specific compliance reporting requirements 
including SOC-2, ISO 27001 and more. The reporting can 
also be configured to incorporate automated workflows 
with HR tools such as Workday or common employee 
directory systems like Active Directory to generate  
requests for attestations from employees where  
automated checks are not possible. The configuration 
exercise also has the benefit of creating a repeatable  
template and playbook for compliance reporting that can  
be repurposed for new standards or legal requirements. 

Run regular and continuous compliance reporting and 
remediation: Once the reporting process is laid out,  
a security team can schedule and run reports on a regular 
or as-needed basis, without requiring manual organization 
or task management and ticketing. Reports can be 
populated as dashboards with role-specific information. 
For example, an IT manager can see compliance report 
cards and required next actions for their immediate asset 
groups (e.g. mobile devices, laptops, etc.) Directors of 
IT Security can see organization-wide compliance levels 
and trends. CISOs, CIOs and C-level executives can  
see high-level dashboards with indicators regarding 
compliance status and percentage fulfillment of compliance 
requirements. C-Levels can also quickly drill down to 
understand specific group behaviors or inform themselves 
of conditions “on the ground” with regard to compliance. 

Based on automated reporting, remediation can also be 
configured as a set of workflows and escalation steps  
attached to lack of or delayed compliance. As a continuous 
state, compliance can run in the background, communicating 
to employees that compliance is not a quarterly or annual 
exercise, and must be practiced regularly.

Use Case #3 
Simplified / Accelerated Organization Compliance Checks

Why Enterprise Technology Management is the Foundation of IT Security
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Why Enterprise Technology Management is the Foundation of IT Security

• How quickly can you attach every device / endpoint / asset / license to a physical location?

• How quickly can you identify the owner of every device / endpoint / asset?

• How quickly can you verify the security / compliance status (encryption, presence of agents, patched systems)  
 of every device / endpoint / asset in the IT estate?

Once you have Oomnitza up and running, it is crucial to regularly test your performance to verify business value and 
security improvements. The most basic high-level test is to report on a series of simple but foundational questions:

Evaluating Your IT Security Gaps Through Enterprise Technology 
Management

It is best if you can ask these questions prior to deployment, and then afterwards at regular intervals. Security teams
and leadership should analyze outputs from this exercise to understand and identify areas where there have been
measurable positive changes, and areas where there is still room for improvement. In particular, identify coverage
gaps, previous bottlenecks that still remain, how long it takes to complete the exercise, and how easy it is to extract
information and transmit it to other systems. Better still, translate answers into regular indicators.  
Some examples might be:

• MEAN TIME to completion compliance check

• MEAN TIME to asset owner identification

• PERCENTAGE OF assets strongly associated with a physical or virtual location  
 (e.g. within an AWS service)
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Why Enterprise Technology Management is the Foundation of IT Security

To build a viable business case, evaluate costs/benefits of each activity that Oomnitza would improve. These may not 
always have a dollar sign attached, as the value of risk reduction can be hard to place, but as long as the importance is 
understood, the business case will stand. 

Once a security team has made these individual calculations, they can tabulate all cost/benefits and build a business
case, creating a before/after picture that makes the value apparent and easily justifiable. It is best to also include soft
but meaningful benefits—for example, greatly enhanced CISO / C-Suite / BoD confidence in organizational security  
and compliance, faster and more accurate audits, and simplified people management during breaches and high-intensity
response periods.

Building a Quick Business Case

REDUCTIONS 
in breaches

REDUCTIONS 
in cybersecurity risk

REDUCTIONS 
in errors from manual tasks

REDUCTIONS 
in hours spent on manual

tasks for basic security
reporting

REDUCTIONS 
in time spent on manual

task for compliance
reporting

IMPROVED 
usage / optimization of

security controls

Benefits to security through ETM

Oomnitza is the first Enterprise Technology Management solution that provides a single source of truth 
for endpoints, applications, cloud, networking, and accessories. Our customers can orchestrate lifecycle 
processes, from purchase to end-of-life, across all IT assets, ensuring their technology is secure, compliant, 
and optimized, enabling  their employees. Oomnitza is headquartered in San Francisco, CA.   
For more information, visit www.oomnitza.com.

http://www.oomnitza.com

